G2 Consulting Group Adds Two Equity Partners to Manage Growing Business
Troy, MI., June 29, 2015 – Michigan’s construction industry is booming and G2 Consulting, a nationally
recognized engineering firm specializing in geotechnical, environmental and construction engineering
services, is managing a heavy workload and solid business growth. The addition of two equity partners in
the business - Mark Stapleton and Amy Schneider – comes at a good time for both the company and for the
new investors.
Stapleton and Schneider, both G2 Project Managers, said they view the company as a regional and national
leader in complex geotechnical engineering projects and that with the growing market, they wanted to be
an even more integral part of the company.
“G2 has a solid foundation and a wide range of repeat clients which allows the company to gain in market
share even during downturns,” said Stapleton. “By having more of my own skin in the game, I think I’m a
better employee and whatever success we have will be even more rewarding both professionally and
personally.”
Schneider, who joined G2 in 1998 and has worked on projects in private and commercial development,
telecomm, waste water as well as a variety of major infrastructure projects, agrees: “I love the work I’m
doing and the people I work with, and I’m committed to the company for the long term. My financial
investment makes me feel even more committed and a more integral part of the team.”
A 30-year veteran of geotechnical engineering, Stapleton joined G2 in 2001. His recent projects include
managing engineering of 11 earth retention systems on last year’s award-winning I-96 reconstruction
project and designing intricate circular and trapezoidal shafts to facilitate construction of tunnels and
junction chambers for a Dugway storage tunnel in 2014. His prior work experience was with the United
States Army Corps of Engineers where he handled engineering duties in all aspects of civil works projects
for the Detroit District.
“We’re fortunate to have plenty of work to go around,” says G2 Consulting President Mark Smolinski.
“Having Mark and Amy buy into the company gives them a bigger voice and an even deeper commitment
that can only make us a stronger and ultimately more successful company. We’re delighted with their
decision and proud to welcome them as associate members in the firm.”
In addition to its Troy headquarters, G2 has offices in Ann Arbor and Chicago and is licensed to work in 30
states. The company recently completed an acquisition of Schleede-Hampton, growing its employee roster
to 63.
About G2 Consulting Group:
G2 Consulting (G2consultinggroup.com and twitter.com/G2_consulting) is a geotechnical, geoenvironmental, and
construction engineering firm that has delivered thousands of telecommunications, land development and civil

infrastructure projects for two decades across the United States. Based in Troy, Mich., G2 also has offices in Ann
Arbor, MI and suburban Chicago, Ill.
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